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SUMMARY 

Providing adequate warning to the deterrence torces ot the United 

States is now accepted as the paramount problem in air detense. This report 

is one ot a series that examines the tactical warning problem in the early 

l96o•s. It is concluded that the programmed contiguoue warning system 

should, and can, be augmented 10 as to provide: 

o A high-quality, all-altitude surveillance perimeter several 

hundred miles deep around the ZI. 

o An improved ground-baaed identification ability. 

o The means tor intercepting all unknown aircraft that penetrate 

such a perimeter inbound towards the United States. 

The results are applicable to the 1959 to 1961 period, as well as to the 

early 196o•s, although many ot the remedial measures cannot be available 

until the latter period. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Air defense has been the subject of renewed RAND effort for the past 

several years. A significant part of the effort has been spent on the 

interactions between the defense operation and the preservation of the 

U.S. deterrent forces. Currently, there is being published a series of 

memoranda reporting on that part of the defense study dealing with provi-

sion of warning against the air-breathing and ballistic-missile threats. 

The objective of these substudies is to suggest systems and operational 

* concepts that will provide tactical warning to ZI-based SAC in the years 

1961 to 1963+. 

OBJECTIVE OF THIS MEMORANDUM 

One segment of the studies on warning dealt specifically with the air-

breathing threat. This and several related memoranda report on the results 

of this substudy. The major result was a proposed contiguous warning 

system. The purpose of this report is to show how the warning systems 

programmed for 1961 fail to meet the warning requirements, and how they 

can be supplemented so as to make them adequate. Reference l presents the 

over-e.11 defense study proposals for the preservation of ZI-based deterrent 

forces, and Refs. 2, 3, 4, and this report provide the background material 

that supports the warning portion of these proposals. The:y should be read 

in conjunction with this memorandum. In particular, Ret. 2 should be read 

for a numerical analysis ot the warning system and its interaction with the 

SAC alert posture. 

* Tactical warning is that warning generated by the detection of weapon 
carriers en route to target. 



IMPORTANCE OF WARNING AGAINST THE Am-iBREATHING THREAT THROOGROOT THE 
1960-1910 PERIOD 

In the era ot the deterrence strategy, the enemy must be expected to 

use all means at his disposal to remove the threat posed to him by our 

deterrent forces. In the event of war, he can be expected to employ all 

available weapons in a fashion designed to minimize the dam.age inflicted 

upon bis country and armed forces. In the face of particular (and probable) 

U.S. postures in the 1960's, the best strategic air campaign for the Soviets 

is one in which their manned bombers, sea-launched missiles, and ICBM's are 

used to destroy our strategic forces. Further, it l~eps are taken by the 

United States for warning against ballistic misailes while not countering 

the air-breathing threat, the latter cou1d be the main instrument of our 

undoing. Evaluation of the use ot air-breathing weapons against our SAC 

forces during the next decade shows that unless steps are taken to provide 

more adequate warning against them, attacks by small n\llibers of aircraft 

could cripple our deterrent capability. Manned bombers such as the Bear 

and Bison, particu1arly if complemented with sea-launched aircraft, need 

not be available in strengths greater than currently estimated tor the early 

1960's in order to 4eliver a lethal blow against the USZI. If the Soviets 
h 

contemplate such a mission tor their heavy bombers, they are producing them 

in quantities Just adequate to the task. Comparable numbers ot follow-on 

heavy bombers would be similarly adequate. It is essential to provide at 

least warning against bombers well into the coming decade, even though the 

preponderance of the Soviet weapon stockpile is made up ot the ICBM's. We 

must provide warning against both missiles and aircraft. 



II. WARNING REQUIRED 

The deterrent force based in the United States in 1961 will consist ot 

essentially just two weapons: the ICBM and the manned bomber. The bombers 

will occupy about 50 points in 1961, the missiles about 10. When one con-

siders the distance separating the missile points, however, it is clear 

that single bomber sorties performing serial bombing could reduce the 

number of sorties required against them to about five. Inasmuch as a dis-

cussion of just the SAC bomber force illustrates all the important facets 

of raid design, as well as the weaknesses of the programmed warning system, 

attention is focused upon the manned-bomber part of SAC. Nevertheless, th~ 

results apply as strongly to the Titan and Atlas forces currently programmed 

to exist in 1961. Indeed, under some circumstances; minimum warning attacks 

against our ICBM force can be shown to be more lucrative to the enemy than 

those launched against our manned-bomber force. The obvious course of 

action for the enemy is an attack aimed at both weapon complexes. As is 

evidenced by the small number of additional targets (5 to 10), it is not 

significantly more complicated than an attack against Just the bomber force. 

It is impossible to specify a single payoff from warning, a payoff 

that would determine the total worth of the warning system. One useful pa1-

off reflecting many 1mportant factors is the number of SAC aircraft launched 

prior to destruction. In this analysis, warning was assumed to have one 

function: to allow SAC to launch alert aircraft on strike, and to evacuate 

* no~lert aircraft before bombs destroy their bases. 

* Another important use for warning is initiation of active defense. 
Again, the ultimate objective of such defense is SAC aircraft airborne. We 
have looked at the interactions b~tween attrition and warning, and they are 
discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. · · 



It vaa neceeear7 to a•auae aome SAC deplo,..nt• and launch rate• in 

order to e1t1mate the ueetulneaa ot ditterent warning·a71tema. 'l'b.e deplo;r

•nta and (baH) aircraft launching rates em.ployed here are·deacri"bed in 

Bet. 2. Figure 1 displa;ya the 'base locations. Man7 ·nrianta· in diatribu

tion and launch rate (•• well aa attribute• such aa hardness) are ot great 

intereat and are being atudied intenaivel7 at BAil>. In particular, an 

abilit;r to launch the SAC alert torce in 15 min or leaa is required it we 

an·to depend upon warning to protect SAC against· the Soviet balliatic 

•i••ile. However, the SAC poature aeaumed here ia a reaaona"bly conaervative 

one tor testing the warning system against the air-breathing threat. In 

tact, the aolutiona 1ugge1ted b7 such a posture remain valid even it a 

peatl.7 enhanced SAC poature (e.g., alert torce airborne in 15 min) becomes 

a realit7. 
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III. PROGRAMMED NON-CONTIGUOOS WARNING SYSTEMS 
AND POSSIBLE SOVIET TACTICS 

Plans currently call for three types of systems to provide warning to 

the ZI in 1961 to 196}+: strategic warning, distant early warning ot a tacti

* cal nature, and contiguous tactical warning. A major task of these systems 

** is to detect and recognize a raid designed to destroy SAC in the ZI. But 

these SAC forces will be located on only 50 to 60 bases, so that very small 

raids can be designed which could destroy Zl-based SAC if adequate warning is 

not available. The warning system must therefore be able to "see" raids as 

small as 50 to 200 bombers (some parts of which may have been launched from 

the sea just off our coast) as well as the classic mass raid. If the Soviets 

use a mixed ballistic-missile and aircraft force, or practice serial bombing, 

a raid by as few as 20 bombers might have to be recognized. 

Against a straightforward mass raid, the programmed 1961 warning systems 

should be adequate for warning the SAC force postulated above. However, it 

is now widely accepted that such an opening to hostilities would destroy the 

Soviets as well as the United States, because the U.S. SAC forces would 

* Contiguous tactical warning depends almost entirely on radar sources. 
The GOC, for reasons such as those discussed in Ref. 5, is relatively in
effective. 

** It is true that the Soviets must worry about those deterrent forces 
located outside the United States as well. It is true that the mere exist
tnce of such forces increases the difficulty of destroying 100 per cent of 
our deterrent force. However, it is also true that the enemy probably would 
not insist upon destroying 100 per cent of the f'ree world's deterrent force; 
tor example, he might be content to kill moat of our ZI capability and then 
torce us to bargain from a very weakened position. Further, although the 
extra-ZI forces are based on a comparable number of points, they are in ex
tremely exposed and vulnerable positions (witness the many IRBM's, Badgers, 
and Beagles the Soviet Union is expected to have by 1961). Moreover, many 
ot our overseas weapons are short-legged, are assigned to non-strategic tar
gets, and are plagued with ditticult reaction time problemsj consequently, 
the enelll.J need not try to destroy them all simultaneously with his ZI strike. 
The vorld-vide timing constraints are thereby greatly relaxed. Finally, both 
sets ot forces need improved warning tacilitiea in any case. 



receive enough warning to permit a devastating counterattack against the 

Soviet Union. A rational enemy muot search for means of destroying SAC with 

considerably lees warning than that given by a mass strike over the top. of 

* the world. Such means are to be found in raids small and covert enough to 

completely negate the strategic and distant early warning systems and to 

take advantage of the shortcomings of the contiguous system. Thia initial, 

minimum warning attack could be followed by a conventional mass attack, 

mounted in such a way as not to provide warning against the advance raid. 

Because of the problems facing the system, if the Soviets desired they 

could mount a small raid of intercontinental bombers that the strategic warn

ing system would not reliably detect.(8) Insofar as such small raids can 

badly damage our ZI-based deterrent force, we simply cannot rely on strategic 

** warning to protect that force. This conclusion is drawn without allusion 

to the difficulties of employing strategic warning for alerting SAC; e.g., 

extended periods of tension during which SAC would have to remain alerted 

or aloft, false alarm rates, etc. In this report we will not attempt to 

Judge the number of aircraft which could be launched without providing 

strategic warning. Instead, we shall consider the damage which small raids 

of varying size, if not recognized strategically, could inflict upon the 

ZI-based SAC forces. In general, the number of intercontinental aircraft 

required to do a significant job lies between 20 and 200; the lower numbers 

occur it the intercontinental bombers are complemented with ICBM's or with 

sea-launched aircraft and ballistic missiles. 

* The arguments supporting the minimum warning attack as the only logi-
cal way for the Soviet Union to open a central war are round in several 
places, among which are Refs. 1, 6, and 7. It should be noted that this 
is now an official USAF position, as indicated in Ref. 7. 

** See Ref. 2 tor an illustration of the vulnerability of SAC forces to 
small raids. 



Unfortunately, the same statement is al10 true of the tactical distant 

early warning system. This results from several considerations, the first 

' of which is the extent of the DEW line vis-e.-ovis the range capabilities of 

the Bear and Bison aircraft, as well as submarines and ships. The Bear 

unretueled and the Bison refueled can circumnavigate the overwater flanks 

of the DEW line and still attack the ZI from any azinruth.(7) The Bear can 

do so and still penetrate the target at low altitude. Future versions of 

the Atlantic extension (i.e., Labrador-to-Greenland-to-Iceland-tto-Faroes

to-8cotland) could make an end run there very difficult. However, an ade-

quate extension in the Pacific of the current type of line (i.e., AEW 

aircraft with AN/APS-12.0 or AN/AP&-95 radars and picket ships with AN/SPs-6, 

or even AN/SPS-17, radars) does not seem feasible by 1961. There are 

potential means of extending the lines cheaply, such as described in Ref. 9. 

Coneideration of such extensions must, however, reflect the second difficulty 

facing the DEW line: the weaknesses of the overwater parts, even if extended. 

The overland parts of the DEW line appear to be in good ehape; the -
cover provided is excellent at all altitudes of interest, and their overland 

poeitione reward them with sovereignty arguments against Soviet trespasses. 

The overwater extensions are plagued with potential problems, the tour 

moat important of which are: (a) cover provided is marginal because of the 

difficulty of getting overwater coverage; (b) the Soviet Union could, if it 

chose, fl7 across the extensions at will and even employ ECM at will; 

(a) the extensions do not provide warning against a sea-launched attack; and 

(4) the succee• of the extensions depends upon the cooperation of several 

countries other than the United States. A very brief discussion of each 

factor 1• in order. The condition that makes all four vexing problems is 

that we are not considering mass raids. Rather, we are considering small, - -



initial raids of 20 to 200 bombers (it an ICBM or sea-launched force is 

considered also, we should think in terms of as tev as 20 intercontinental 

bombers), which could be followed by a classic mass raid designed to mop-up 

after the minimum warning strike. 

First, the cover that would be provided by the DEW extensions is inade-

quate. Even when the Atlantic and Pacific pieces become fully operational, 

it will be possible to overtly them with the Bison. Thia could be alleviated 

(and probably will be) by installation on the pickets of the Alf/S'PS-17 radar. 

Unless the AEW aircraft are equipped with a better radar and engines allow

ing them to tly higher and see further (neither programmed now), it will be 

'possible to fly under the radar cover. It is true that such a tactic would 

be difficult for a large number of bombers. It is also true that it would 

be relatively easy for 50 or less aircraft to accomplish. It is certainly 

feasible it the Soviet Union provides a surface vessel to track tbe.AEW 

aircraft and vector the bombers through the low-altitude gaps. The communi-

cations trom surface vessel to bomber need not alert anyone since they could 

be practiced every day with negligible cost. In some situations correctly 

used line-of-sight limitations, coupled with directional antennas, could 

prevent AEW aircraft or picket ships from receiving such communications. 

Second, the extensions are located over international watera. If they 

choose to do so, the Soviets can fly through the line at will. The con-

straints upon them not to do so are the costs incurred and the possibility 

ot starting a war. The aim ot such penetrations would be to face SAC with 

so many DEW-originated alerts per year that response would be impossible. 

Again, it is the smallne•• of the required knock-out force which makes the 

tactic operationally feasible. It wouldn't be very expensive to get 50 or 

•.o aircraft through the extensions ,once a month. Inasmuch as the warning 



line does not count aircraft in tight formations too well, the enemy could 

present the system with situationo that appear to be ~otential 100 to 200 

bomber raids but that really comprise much fewer aircraft. In fact, it is 

feasible to rig an ersatz radar return which has the characteristics of a 

multiple airplane target when only one target is really present. Two 

potential Soviet Union gambits could greatly decrease the cost of such an 

operation. The first is to fly regular long-distance training missions in 

this part of the globe (it would be a realistic form of practice). The 

second is to use ECM, either surface or airborne. Because of the power 

available, AEW aircraft are very susceptible to jamming from s~rface ves-

eels. With the use of but several ECM sources, the enemy could present 

to the DEW overwater components a situation in which they could not judge 

whether several or up to a hundred objects were penetrating the line. In 

this case, the Soviet Union could easily afford to execute the ope~ation 

many times a year (or month). Decoys could also be used to decrease the 

cost of spoofing the line, even using multiple target repeaters. 

Of course, the Soviet Union is free to send as many submarines and 

•hips through the overwater DEW extensions as it chooses. Even if such 

vessels could be detected and identified by the line (which is not now the 

case) we would be powerless to respond in the face of many possible Soviet 

Union tactics. The surface ship threat is particularly bad since only a 

few ships could deliver a lethal attack against the ZI SAC forces. 

Third, the overwater extensions (especially it extended further) could 

work against a small raid only it various now-friendly countries agree to 

cooperate. This is true because unidentified friendly aircraft can spoof 

the line as well as can Soviet Union aircraft. Even if all such potential 

~riendly spooters agreed today to cooperate, there would be no guarantee of 



continuing reliability. Safety of the deterrent forces must be guaranteed 

for many years. To build and rely upon n system that cotld be rendered 

useless on the whim of another country at some future date would be a grave 

mistake. The same is true of the other three difficulties: the Soviet Union 

* is not now practicing (as far as we know) any of the tactics suggested above, 

but we have no assurance that it will not in the future. Military planners 

simply cannot rely upon the Soviets not to invalidate the line, nor upon the 

United States taking actions that would negate USSR attempts to do so. 

Rather, we muat have a warning system as nearly impossible for the Soviets 

{or any other nation) to invalidate as is feasible. Such a eys.tem must be 

·contiguous in nature or nearly so. 

This is not to say that the DEW line extensions should be abandoned. 

In tact, the DEW line still serves something like its original function: 

to provide warning against a maes raid. While it is now clear that. a mass 

bomber raid is not to be expected in the first wave of an attack, there is 

no doubt that if it were feasible to execute without warning, such an open-

ing attack would prove useful to the enemy. Further, SAC's response time 

today (1958) is such that warning times commensurate with the DEW line are 

needed to save SAC trom destruction. Only the DEW line, and possibly the 

so-called "casual detection" systems (visual observation from friendl.y 

shipping and aircraft), can provide this much tactical warning. They must 

be retained and improved, at least until SAC's response time is greatly 

reduced, inasmuch as they are !!2:!! the only (if unreliable) warning system 

* The Soviet Union did jam the Atlantic DEW extension in 1957· However, 
even though it was very effective it was done only once. Small numbers of 
poaaibly Soviet aircraft penetrating occurred during 1957 also, but evidentl7 
have not been continued. However, Soviet submarines have been making more 
and more probings of the United States and Canadian Coastlines. 



•hieldin& SAC. Once a response ability compatible with contiguoua warning 

1• achieved by SAC, it may prove desirable to uae DEW-line AEW aircraft to 

provide the requisite contiguous cover. 

It 1a crucial that we face up to the dangers posed by a a•ll raid, 

and to the difficulties that beset the DEW line in attempting to detect 

and recognize auch an attack. 

The point i• that if the Soviets choose to do so in 1961, they can 

maneuver raids ot up to 200 bombers to the edge of contiguous cover without 

SAC receiving prior uaef'ul tactical warning. Such minilllwn warning raids, 

with or without additional ICBM or sea-launched forces, can b~ lethal to 

* SAC unless countered. The rest of this memorandum discusses the short,-

oominga ot the programmed contiguous system in detecting and recognizing 

auch a raid, and indicates the means by which theae shortcoming• could be 

remoTed by the 1961 ..... 196' period. 

* See Reta. l and 2. 





IV. THE PROGRAMMED CONTIGUOUS SYSTEM AND POOSIBLE SOVIET TACTICS 

The Bear and Bison aircraft give the Soviets the ability to attack the 

USZI from all directions, at all altitudes between the deck and 50,000 to 

60,000 ft, and at speeds up to Mach 0.9. Regulus or Gander-like missiles, 

or a fighter-type aircraft, would permit them to attack from ships or sub-

marines near all coasts at similar altitudes, and speeds up to Mach 2.0. 

Because the required number of bombers is small, the Soviet Union could 

also have an adequate number of specialized supersonic dash bombers to do 

the job in 1961 to 196,. It is therefore clear that the contiguous warning 

system must completely enclose the ZI SAC bases. Bomber performance and 

terrain characteristics indicate that, at many points of the ZI perimeter, 

penetrations could be made as low as 50 ft overwater and 200 ft overland 

during the day, and 200 ft overwater and 500 ft overland at night. Such 

low-altitude approaches are feasible; SAC has been doing them for some time. 

Therefore, the warning perimeter must function against penetrations down to 

these altitudes, and up to altitudes of 60,000 ft or more. 

Against such a bomber force, the warning system programmed for 1961 

has several shortcomings. The system programmed for 1961 (as of early 

* 1958) is shown in Figs. 2 and '· In Fig. 2 are shown: 

* 

l. The radar perimeter against the Bear-Bison at high (~o,ooo 

to 60,000 ft) altitude. The Mid-Canada line is an all-elti-

tude system. The gap trom the western-end point of the Mid-

Canada line to the Pacific Coast is in very rugged mountains, 

and is considered by the Canadians and ADC to be impassable 

at altitudes low enough to remain out of radar cover. 

There is no organized Ground Observer Corps in the 1961 program. 
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2. The ADIZ system projected from the current set-up. Today 

there is no ADIZ in the Gulf of Mexico, and only a nominal 

line ADIZ on the U .s .-Mexican border. The Gulf ADIZ shown in 

Fig. 2 is equivalent to the current coastal ADIZ's. Since 

the present plan for 1961 is to leave the coastal ADIZ's 

' 

essentially as they are today, this is a reasonable projection 

for the Gulf. 

3. The SAC deployment. 

4. The interceptor force deployment. 

In Fig. 3 are shown the inner boundary ot the ADIZ system .as described 

above and the estimated radar cover at 50, 200, and 500 ft for a portion ot 
the Atlantic Coast. They are shown in enlarged scale to indicate the rela-

tionships among ADIZ, coast, and low-altitude radar cover. In general, the 

ground-based, low-altitude radar cover any place on the U.S. coasts and 

borders is similar to that shown in Fig. 3. The coastal ADIZ-radar cover 

relationship is similar in many other places (e.g., on most ot the Gulf 

* coast). 

What tactics are available to an enemy striking force as mentioned in 

the first paragraph of Sec. IV--tactics designed to vitiate the usefulness 

ot the system pictured in Figs. 2 and 3, and to be employed by a raid of 

20 to 200 bombers that reach the contiguous system without prior warningt 

* As of a date since the program was frozen tor this study, the AEW 
aircraft have been flown outside the picket vessels on the East Coast. The 
result is a several-hundred-mile gap, accessible to bombers from the south, 
between the low-altitude cover provided by the AEW radars and that provided 
by ground-:t>ased radars. Therefore, most of the Atlantic Coast is similar 
to the portion sketched in Fig. 3. 



ADIZ CONFIGURATION 

First, it is possible to penetrate into the ZI without even being 

subjected to the identification process, let alone being correctly identi-

tied. Thie results from an absence of low-altitude radar cover in many 

parts of the Identification Zones. Identificntion is performed only in the 

peripheral ADIZ, and all tracks originating on the ZI side of these zones 

are called "friendly by origin." An aircraft could avoid detection in many 

parts of the ADIZ in the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico by flying at ever-

decreasing altitudes as the coast is approached, finally flying tor a brief 

interval of three minutes at. 50 to 200"ft overwater. Similar approaches can 

be made elsewhere overland. As long as detection and track initiation fir$t 

occur between the ADIZ and the ZI, or in the ZI, the aircraft is called 
. * friendly and may maneuver in altitude, course, and speed.at will. The 

same is true of a sea--launched threat all up and down both oceanic coasts 

as well as the Gulf ot Mexico, so long as it is launched from between the 

** ADIZ and land, or such that detection first occurs there. 

COASTAL, BORDER AND P<.m:NTIAL ADIZ TRAFFIC 

Of course, today there is good reason to have the ADIZ begin 20 to '° 
miles out to sea: air traffic over certain coastal regions and over the 

sea to about 50 mi out is so heavy and dense, it is impossible to do the 

required detection, tracking, and identification Job. An estimate of the 

* Regul.ations state that "auspicious" aircraft shall be investigated 
anywhere at all times. However, as shown in Exercise Crackerjack, "friendly 
by origin" may well be applied to many tracks which originate · in areas 

other than an ADIZ even during hostilities, let alone during peacetime.Clo) 

** See Ref. 2 for a discussion of the lethality of a submarine attack 
launched from these coastal waters. 



amount of traffic expected to be airborne in the coastal and border regions 

* ot the United States in 1961 i1 illustrated in Fig. 4. This is the average 

tra!tic simultaneously airborne in two bands shown in Fig, ~: a 5o-mi-wide 

band whose inner edge is located on the coasts and borders ot the United 

States (except in the Canadian-Great Lakes triangle where it follows the 

** current Security Identification Zone, and in Florida)j a 5o-mi band whose 

outer edge is located at the inner boundary ot the band Just de~cribed. 

In order to indicate the aircraft densities to be met on the perimeter, 

the average number ot aircratt expected to be airborne within either band 

and in each peripheral SAGE sector during its hour ot peak activity is 

ahown in Fig. 5 (1400 to 1500 local time). Since the traffic is far from 

being spread uniformly over the sectors, local densities can be very high. 

The surveillance job is so great during the daylight hours that it 

could be done only by a system with a tracking capacity much greater than 

that ot the manual system, or by a system that can filter out all but the 

aircraft of' interest, without tracking the unwanted traffic. It is very 

probable that SAGE.could not do the all-eltitude tracking Job over many ot 

the coastal regions·beeause ot traffic densities and flight characteristics 

(e.g., short legs, origins close to the ADIZ ~enetration point, brief 

round-robin missions, low-eltitude profiles), This possibility is reflected 

operationally by placing the ADIZ 20 or more miles out to sea during the 

SAGE era, even though in some places the radar cover does not overlap such 

an ADIZ at low altitudes feasibly tlown by tactical aircraft, and even 

though the sea-launched attack is a present threat. 

* Thia estimate is baaed on 1954 data presented in Ref. 11, extrapolated 
to 1961 via information available in Ref. 12. 

** Placing the band right at the Great Lakes, where the low-altitude 
cover is programmed, increases the traffic, 
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!:_OW-ALTITUDE DETECTION, TRACKING, AND IDENTIFICATION CAPABll.ITIES 

Second, it 1s possible to penetrate the ZI at low altitude without 

effective detection, tracking, and identification by radar. For example, 

there is a 1000- to 5000-tt altitude route open through the radar cover over 

Nova Scotia, north of Presque Isle, and thence through the radar perimeter 

in several places between Presque Isle and Duluth, the latter at altitudes 

between 200 and 500 ft. Such a route could be employed to gain entrance to 

the ZI via true boles in the low-altitude cover. To guarantee the existence 

of specific holes and to accurately outline them demands detailed map study 

as well as on-site tests. Naturally, the latter is not available to the 

enemy. Unfortunately, accurate knowledge of such gaps, or even knowledge ot 

their existence, is not essential to the offense. This is clear from the 

nature of the low-altitude cover supplied by the programmed system. 

The programmed all-altitude perimeter was designed to provide a band 

of radar cover at least 20 mi deep at an altitude of 500 ft. The result is 

that it is considerably more shallow than that at altitudes below 500 ft. 

With overwater approaches to the coast at 50 to 200 ft, followed by brief 

(e.g., three-min) overland penetrations at 200 to 500 ft, the depth of cov~i· 

provided in many places is simply inadequate for positive detection ot a 

4oo-kn bomber, let alone initiation ot tracks. When one considers the 

clutter present at low altitudes, and the amount of air traffic over the 

narrow coasta1 and border bands of low-altitude radar cover, it is evident 

that effective detection, track initiation, and identification cannot be 

accomplished. 

The same remarks apply to a sea-launched vehicle, such as the Regulus 

or Gander, except that such approaches are available in many more coastal 

areas than tor an intercontinental bomber, i'urtber, many ot these sea-



launched vehicle• could be launched further off shore. This is because there 

is no ground-baaed radar cover at low altitudes ott shore; and where there 

are .AEW' aircraft, they would be relatively ineffective against many sea

* launched targets. Therefore, such penetrations (either by intercontinent~t 

or sea-launched aircraft) could be made in many sections of the perimeter. 

The enemy could, in general, minimize the probability of effective 

detection b7 flying midway between adjacent perimeter radars. The only 

information necessarr for such an operation is the position of the radars. 

Depending upon the actual distance separating the radars, errors as great as 

1everal mile• in the knowledge of their positions would be perm~asible. It 

·11 a very reaeonable assumption that the Soviets have intelligence sources 

capable ot such accuracy. Given such information, the problem would be tha~ 

ot flying within five or so miles of the mid-point between two adjacent 

radars. 

When one considers the feasibility of navigating a Bear aircraft with 

lucb accuracy, it muat be remembered that it is contemplated as occurring 

in peacetime: all.routine navigation aids would be operating. It all 

naYigation aids were to be turned off because of an alert, then no addi"!°' 

tional harm would result to the attacking bombers. In such a case, warning 

would have occurred alread7. Even if absence o~ the navigation aids were 

to cause some bomber• to miss their assigned penetration points, this could 

lead to no more than 5 to 10 mi of additional perimeter radar coverage. 
t 

Thil would add no aigniticantattrition ability to the defenses. 

In· this context, the navigation aids {tor aircraft and shipping) located 

on and near the coaata, the AM-FM radio stations in and near the ZI, and 

* See ~et. 'tor pertormance estimates on the AEW and other programmed 
radars. 



the airborne navigation systems available nov and bf 1961, lead to tbe con-

clusion that a d~dicated •neRY could penetrate the low-altitude perimeter 

during the day with high contide:ice that ettective detection, track initia-

tion and identifica~.fan would not take place. 

Many ot the penetrations of this type would be detected at the perime,er 

by people using sight and sound. At 200 tt directly overhead, a 40<>-kn Bear 

would knock you out of bed. However, in the absence ot an organized respon-

sibility and means tor reporting such occ~ences (e.g., the GOC) the prob

ability of usetul warning from this source is vanishingly small. The GOC, 

it vitalized and reoriented strictly and solely to the warning misaion, 

* .could provide much in both the detection and identification areas. This 

statement is made with tull realization ot the Corps' history. 

RAID RECOONITION PROBLEMS 

Third, it is possible to design small raids that would not be recog-

nized as such, even though the individual aircraft are subjected to the 

detection and identification processes. Thia possibility arises it the 

raid aircraft can successtully avoid being recognized as hostile. In such 

a case, the decision ot the defense to respond must be based upon the 

characteristics (altitude, speed, heading, over-ell pattern) ot tracks 

classified as unknown. In the routine operation ot the surveillance system, 

it ie norm.al tor 30 to 50 tracks to be classified as unknown daily. Tbeae 

tracks are characterietically of a random nature so that it ia not unusual 

** for several unknown traoke to be under simultaneous surveillance. Under 

* See Ref. 5 tor a discuesion of GOC use tor warning in the 1957 to 
1961 period. The GOC's use in 1961 to 1963 should be essentially the same. 

** See Ret. 2 tor a detailed discussion ot such a raid. 



these circumstances some 10 to 20 raid aircraft could infiltrate the U.S. 

interior over a period of time without giving riee to a threat-like eitua-

tion, even it 90 per cent ot the aircraft were expected to result in tracks 

* classified as unknown. 

A large number, such as 10 to 20, results because: 

1. There are simply too many unknowns in the system. In turn, 

this develops because of a combination of things: 

a. The probability of correct identification is too loY. 

b. The a.mount of traffic impinging upon the system is 

too great for the existing identification efficiency, 

and traffic is increasing. 

2. The decision process by which it is decided that a raid is 

in progress needs changing, in particular to reduce the at-

tractivenese to the enemy of infiltrating over a long period 

ot time. 

3. With adequate planning, the enemy could design his raid eo 

that the over-all pattern would not fit the current definition 

ot a "tbl"eat-like" situation. In fact, the raid could approach 

the theoretical limit of denying all information except the 

number of unknowns in the system. In this case, "threat-like« 

indications could come only from reports by interceptor pilots. 

~. Interceptor deployment and low-altitude capabilities, and the 

depth and quality of low-altitude radar cover, are such that 

many penetrations, even though detected and identified as 

unknown, would not be intercepted and recognized as hostile 

* See Ref. 13 tor a description of the current situation. 



or suspicious. This applies to 1ntercontifiental1y-tlown 

bombers as well as sea-launched vehicles. 

5. It is feasible for the enemy to infiltrate bombers over a 

long period of time, such as three hours or more. This is 

the case because identification is done only in the perimeter 

ADIZ. Once an aircraft is safely inside the ZI, it adds no 

more to the raid recognition probability. Thus, long periods 

between first penetration and last arrival at bomb-release 

line are permissible. This increases the background noise 

(unknowns) against which a raid must be recognized. 

The critical assumption here is that the aircraft avoid being recog

nized as hostile. If the raid aircraft are readily recognizable (by inter-

ceptor pilots and observers) as Soviet-bomber types, the infiltrating 

a1rcratt must avoid interception. This could be done by exploiting the low-

altitude gaps in interceptor coverage that arise from the programmed inter-

ceptor deplo;yment and also by exploiting the low-altitude ineffectiveness 

ot interception that exists due to lack of satisfactory AMI'I equipment. 

Also, the depth of low-e.ltitude coverage is such that the bomber will have 

taded betore an interceptor could be brought to bear. This is true for 

sea-launched vehicles even in some areas covered by A.EW. 

Finally, the lack ot recognition as host11e could be assured by using 

raid aircratt designed to resemble standard U.S. commerical aircraft types. 

Thi• would be a feasible operation and would present a difficult problem 

tor the generation ot usable warning. The problem is not insurmountable, 

and the measures recommended later could limit the size ot such a strike 

that could confidently intiltrate to perhaps 5 to 10 aircraft. 



A SOVIET UNION CCMPOSITE-RAID DESIGN 

The foregoing are the tactics available to a 8111&11 force attempting to 

vitiate the ueetulne•• ot the programmed contiguou• •1•tem. Infiltration 

b7 three low-eltitu4e mean• is available: b~s•ing the identification 

procesa, evading effective detection, and designing raids that outwit the 

raid recognition process. They are not independent; rather, the use ot one 

tactic ma1 guarantee the •uccees ot another (e.g., evasion of detection 

guarantees evasion of identification). These tactics reinforce one another 

to greatl7 degrade the ability ot the warning system to detect and recogni1e 

a well~e•igned raid. 

These means, taken together, could probably gain unrecognized entrance 

into the ZI tor a force of 30 to 50 bombers, particularly it sea-launched 

vehiclea are employed. Were the Soviet Union to take advantage of this 

situation, devastation of our deterrent torce would result. 

One particular raid design tbat would accomplish this i• described in 

detail in Reta. l and 2. It is composed of an infiltration force that 

attempt• to penetrate all the way to its SAC targets without previous alert, 

and a •neak force that penetrates the contiguous system simultaneously with 

detonation of the infiltrated boaba. The infiltrator aircraft are small in 

nwaber and attempt a aillultaneoua bomb drop. The sneak aircraft might be 

about 200 in number, penetrate radar cover simultaneoual1, and go directly 

to all bases via the shortest path between perimeter and SAC target. 
I 

As diacusaed earlier, tbe navigation of such a force in a peacetime 

environment i• not overly difficult. Tbe arrival at contiguous cover ot at 

leaat one infiltrator aircraft per infiltration target could be assured by 

the use ot airborne •pare•. That 1•, ·three potential infiltrators could be 

launched tor each 4e•ire4 infiltration target, though only one of those 



arriving at contiguous cover would penetrate to target. The remainder would 

wait outside radar cover and penetrate with the aillultaneoua wave. Even 

with an abort rate as high as 30 per cent, two additional airborne spares 

provide a probability or 97 per cent that at least one will penetrate con-

tiguous cover. The larger sneak wave is composed of similar numbers of 

bombers per target. It is therefore cle&r that adequate numbers of bombers 

couid arrive at the contiguous system. This conclusion is reinforced if the 

enemy is assumed to strive for excellence in this phase of an attack, train-

ing hard and using his elite crews and aircraft to do the job. This he 

probably would do if the payoff appeared worth the effort. Unfortunately, 

.it is worth the effort. 

The value to the enemy of success in such an attack is shown in Fig. 6. 

The vertical axis presents the number of SAC bombers surviving if the number 

of bases given by the horizontal axis is destroyed without warning before 

bomb drop, and all bases are then hit by the larger wave of bombers that 

penetrate radar cover just as the infiltrated bombs are detonating. The 

attack is by 4oo-kn Bear aircraft at low altitude. It is assumed that the 

route over Nova Scotia is closed off at the edge of the ocean rather than 

at the u.s.-canadian border, and that the sneak wave is timed for simulta-

neous penetration of the line shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7 shows the position 

ot the sneak wave just as the infiltrated bombs are detonating. The air-

craft symbols show position only; each could represent up to 4 or 5 air-

* craft. 

* See Ret. 2 for a detailed description or the analysis and assumptions 
leading to Fig. 6, as well aa a discussion of the effect ot raggedness ot 
arrival time upon.the results. In general, the lag times were optimistic; 
'the SAC launch rate aHumed was one aircraft per runway per min, once the 
first aircraft bad wheels rolling. 
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Thirty to fifty aircraft that infiltrate aucceaatully would ee1enti

ally deatror SAC. Ten to twenty probably would aatiaty an enem)'. More 

eophiaticated raids, tor example, one uaing multiple bomba per bomber, can 

be designed, which vill do even more clam.age to SAC with a given number ot 
' 

1ucceaatul bomber intiltration1. Clearly, a warning system must be 'built 

10 that more than about three to tive aircraft cannot infiltrate the 

country. Thi• ia a factor of 10 lea• than the number that can infiltrate 

through the programmed ayatea. 



V. PROBLEMS OF A COASTAir-BORDER SYSTEM 

It is desirable to provide warning against both sea-launched and inter-

continentall)"-flown threats. The U.S. Navy operates systems (and plans 

others) designed to provide warning and attrition against submarines (not 

ships) bef9re their weapons are launched. An intelligent and aggressive 

enemy could afflict these systems with severe operational problems. These 

operational problems, plus the inherent physical difficulties, argue for 

the development of a parallel system which detects, identifie~and attrites 

the vehicle following launch. Further, this must be done for vehicles 

launched in regions of heavily congested air traffic just oft the coast 

(e.g., as little as 10 mi out). Clearly, this implies a perimeter located 

right at the coasts of the ZI. Consideration ot the Q-ship problem 

strongly reinforces such a conclusion. 

In order for such a perimeter to function effectively, it 11Ust have 

an identification zone of depth sufficient to allow essentially all pene-

trators to be identified. Experience suggests such a depth should be at 

least 50 to,100 mi. The nucleus of such a perimeter ia supplied by the 

programmed low-altitude perimeter, as diacussed earlier. It is tberetore 

of interest to consider this aa a base upon which to build an adequate 

warning perimeter. Such a ayatem would have aa its outer boundary the 

coastal and border line depicted earlier in Fig. 5. 
1 

An estimate of the traffic crossing 1uch a perimeter inbound into the 

* ZI in 1961 ia presented in Fig. 8. Ina1much a1 some penetrations will not 

be detected until well past the perimeter, even more tratfic muat be 

* See first tootnote on p. 21. 
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considered over the depth of the identification zone. Figures 5 and 8 give 

an indication of the magnitude of traffic load tor a minimal ADIZ depth of 

50 to 100 mi. As discussed earlier, this density and magnitude of all-

altitude traffic is probably beyond the Qbility of any radar-supplied system 

to handle in the early 196o•s. An adequnte radar perimeter so located, 

therefore, is questionable on these grounds alone. However, a second fund.a-

mental problem faces such a system. 

The performance of a surveillance system can be partly described by 

the efficiency with which it can detect, track, and identify (from the 

ground) all aircraft that cross its bounds. Let P be the probability of 

correctly labeling a friendly as such, and let the probability of calling a 

~rue unknown a friendly be 10 per cent. Then, the following table gives 

the number of aircraft that can be infiltrated through the raid recognition 

aystem over a three-hour period (1700 to 2000 Z time) as a function of P, 

* provided none df them can be called hostile. 

P: Probability of Correct Number of Unfriendlies that can 
Identification ot Friendlies be Infiltrated through System 

~8 55 
.9 35 
.95 26 
.98 16 

The current performance of the ZI surveillance and identification 

system is described in Reta. l' and 14. However, it is imposeible to Judge 

trom today's pertorman~e vbat values of P might be achieved in 1961. This 

results because of two factors. First, the current system differs greatly 

from that which could exist in 1961, both as to equipment and the extent of 

* For a probability of raid recognition of .05, a false alarm rate of 
two per year, and presuming the enemy distributes the aircraft profiles and 
paths appropriately. See Ref. 2. 



cover {particularly at low altitudes). Second, the emphasis today is often 

upon increasing P (thereby reducing the number ot unknowns), even at the 

possible expense of degrading the warning system's ability to handle small 

raids. On the other hand, in the absence of stringent steps to the con

trary, an attempt to increase the system's sensitivity to small raids (by 

increasing the probability of calling a hostile "unknown") could actually 

* decrease the value of P. 

Even if great effort were given to improvement, the density and nature 

of the traffic (e.g., most of it originates close to the perimeter conaid-

ered and is military low-altitude, round-robin training miasio~s with very 

· non-linear flight paths) cause values of P between .90 to .95 to be opti-

mistic. It is clear that such a line, it it is to restrict infiltrations 

to the 5 to 10 indicate« as necessary in Fig. 6, must subject es1entially 

all the unknown penetratc::.•s to interception. 

The average total number of crossings per day in 1961 is estimated 

to be about 6300. A P value of 95 per cent means that something like 315 

intercepts would have to be performed on an average day, not to mention 

the peak days. The current rate is about 30 per day, only one-tenth of 

that estimated for such a 1961 perimeter. The current rate is considered 

excessive by the operating commands. Further, most of the intercepted 

tracks considered here would originate esaentially at the line connecting 

the interceptor bases~ This would make the number of required alert inter

ceptors for each intercept attempt much larger than it is at present, since 

moat current intercepts have much more favorable depth-of-cover and 

* A possible example is the reduction of the time-distance tolerances 
which define a "friendly;" this reduces the probability of calling a 
hostile "friendly," but also increases the chance of calling a friendly 
"unknown." 



detection-range situations. 

Two other factors force up the number of alert interceptors required 

even beyond ten times the current number. For one, many of these intercepts 

would be at low altitude. Unless an improved interceptor low-eltitude per-

formance is forthcoming, many more scrambles will have to be made for each 

succeasful attempt. Secondly, most of these intercepts will terminate in 

the region of the ZI with some of the heaviest air traffic~the area just 

back of the coasts. This creates a demand for very careful techniques, en-

hances collision dangers, and greatly increases the probability that a track 

will be lost before interception, or that the wrong track is intercepted. 

It must be concluded that a system depending upon radar surveillance, 

and located right at the perimeter ot the ZI, cannot provide the warning 

required in 1961. If the sea-launched threat is to be countered, it must 

be by some means other than a radar-supplied system, at least during day-

light hours. The only system available for the early 1960's is the Ground 

* Observer Corps. Many of the GOC's problems result from its trying to sup-

port the attrition role (see Ref. 5). Figure 4 indicates that the traffic 

loads and densities during hours of darkness are sufficiently small to 

permit their being handled by a manual or SAGE system. A combined opera

tion of this nature should be considered to counter the sea-launched threat 

even though it does not provide the high confidence desired. However, it 

must be stressed that the GOC must be reoriented toward its only true cspa-

bility--that of providing warning to the deterrent forces, not tracking and 

interceptor control. Only if this is done, and strong steps taken to support 

* The negative attitude of much of the Air Force towards the GOC is 
recognized. Nevertheless, examination of the problem prompts the conclusion 
that no other system will supply the needed services by the 1960 to 1965 
J;>eriod. 
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the GOC in this role, will the Corps fulfill its most promising role. The 

Ground Observer Corps is an essential ingredient to a viable warning posture 

now.and in the early 1960's, and the current moves to eliminate it should 

be reversed. 

Fortunately, the sea-launched attack is vulnerable to more active 

counteractions. This results from the generally austere nature of the 

weapon. First, the time span over which weapons planned for simultaneous 

delivery actually arrive at target is likely to be long relative to that 

tor large bombers such as the Bear. The Bear aircraft has a large crew and 

adequate equipment to calculate and execute the maneuvers necessary to arrive 

at target within minutes of some preset time. Further, it has the endurance 
~ 

to "fly by the clock," thus removing errors (both positive and negative) due 

to untoward ettecta such as headwinds. In the case of the sea-launched 

vehicle, adequately coordinated bomb delivery over long distances is very 

difficult indeed, it "adequate" means· a straggle time ot but several minutes. 

Secondly, moat envisaged aea-launehed vehicles are comparatively easy 

attrition subjects: they are few per target and so do not saturate the 

defenses; the7 have a small payload and so cannot carry much ECM capabilit1 

(deco7s are probably inadmissable)J tbe7 are !elativel7 "stupid" and eo 

muat tl.7 simple profiles and approacheaJ and some ot the unmanned veraiona 

at moderate and longer ranges have larger CEP'e and much smaller 7ielde 

than large manned 'bombers. 
I 

The conclusion ie that v1th a reliable bomb alarm system and adequately 

designed local defenses, much more can be done to defend SAC bases against 

the sea-launched ai:x-breath1ng attack than against the intercontinental 



bomber. Thi• i• particularly true it SAC ie more widely di•pereed and 

hardened. However, it should be stressed tbat these solutions do not pro-

vide a reliable capability against the sea-launched threat, let alone aga1nat 

the intercontinental bomber. Additional, improved schemes should be sought 

to counter the sea-launched threat; in their absence the above steps would 

provide an essential interim cap$b111ty. As suggested earlier, a very 

reliable warning syetem can be devised against the intercontinental bomber 

by 1961 or so. 

* See Ret. l tor a diecuasion ot the rel(Ui&ite local,detenses; see 
~.t. 15 tor diacu1aion ot a apecitic bomb alarm design, and Ret. 1 for other 
example• ot its uaetulnesa. 





VI. AN EXTENDED CONTIGUCXJS WARNING PERIMETER 

For a warning perimeter to be highly reliable, it must be located 

someplace other than ~t the coasts and borders of the ZI. In the case of 

the intercontinental threat, it can be placed well outside. The question 

is, where outside the ZI? At a distance of 50 or more miles from the 

country, the critical traffic problem has essentially disappeared. In Fig. 

9 is shown the expected hourly traffic inbound across a perimeter 100 to 

* 400 mi outside the line considered in the preceding section. The total 

penetrations per day are expected to be about 600, as compared with 6000 

across the borders and coasts of the United States. 

For reasons similar to those discussed in Sec. V, 8 to 15 aircraft 

could infiltrate through the system. The exact number would depend upon 

the boldness of the enemy and the performance·or the system. Recalling 

Fig. 6, and the fact that some ICBM's and sea-launched aircraft might also 

be used, it is clear that such performance is marginal. Further, the raide 

under consideration have been designed so that no indication that a raid is 

in progress is available other than the small number of unknowns in the 

system. Viewed in this context, it may be questioned whether warning 

signals based on such indirect evidence will be allowed to trigger responses 

such as the launching of SAC bombers and tankers. More positive evidence 

is desirable. Therefore, in addition to placing the perimeter outside the 

regions of heavy air traffic, the identification efficiency must be improved, 

~ all unknowns must be subjected to interception. The latter requirement 

* This traffic estimate was made by G. R. Craig, and will be published 
as a Research Memorandum. The numbers differ from those used in Ref. 4 
because the latter were a preliminary estimate •. 
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determines the beet location for the perimeter. 

The desirable attributes of, and operational modes for, an interceptor 

force to do the inspector job are developed in Ref. 4. The trade-offs 

involved in minimizing the costs of such a force are considered. These 

considerations, plus the following two, fix about 400 n mi as the best 

distance :from the ZI at which to locate the warning perimeter. The two 

factors are: 

o There are potential sovereignty problems associated with try-

ing to "close off" more than 400 mi of offshore area. This 

does not apply to mass raids, but to small raids. 

o The desire is to obtain a warning capability as soon as poe-

sible. Four hundred miles of cover can be provided by one 

line of AEW. Greater depth would require the procurement of 

many additional AEW platforms, thus retarding the operational 

date ot the system well beyond 1961. 

The outlines ot such a perimeter are shown in Fig. 10. The cover 

within the band should reach :from the surface to 60,000 or 70,000 ft. It 

should be ot sufficient quality to allow interception at all altitudes and 

interior points. It ahould provide an ident~tication means whereby essen

tially all aircraft will be correctly identified. 

In Ret. 'equipments, deploymenta, organizations, and costs required 

to achieve such a surreillance perimeter are presented. The e:ftectiveness 

ot such a system in warning SAC and its performance relative to that ot the 

programmed aystem are analyzed in Ret. 2. The reat ot this report will 

tell, in general, how and why the sugge1ted system could do the job requir.ed. 

The tasks to be done by the system are essentially the three classic 
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ones of air defense: 

o Detection and tracking 

o Identification 

o Interception 

In general, all three could be handled by a manual system if certain pro-

cedures were adopted. 

IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES 

The most important procedures needing change are those concerned with 

identification. It the identification efficiency could be made as high as 

90 per cent, then the number of simultaneous intercepts required would never 

saturate the interceptor control capacity of the AEW aircraft, let alone 

that of the ground-based GCI sites. This is apparent when one considers 

the inbound traffic across various segments of the proposed perimeter. The 

average traffic per hour across each segment during its busiest hour of' the 

day is given in Fig. 10; also given is the number of penetrations that 

should not be exceeded in more than 5 per cent of the busiest hours. Even 

it the identification efficiency were only 80 per cent during the peak load, 

the resulting interception load would be less than four or five unknowns 

per hour per segment, a number within the control capacities of even the 

AEW and C aircraft. 

The basic means for accomplishing identification should be ground-to-

air and air-to-e.ir radio, coupled with a direction-finding ability in the 

air defense site. Most aircraft are now radio-equipped, and the percentage 

is increasing. Such voice links would be used to interrogate all penetra-

tors tor an assigned code word. 

The code word routine envisaged here is the so-<:alled "double envelope" 



technique invented at ADC. Each flight intending to penetrate the ZI would 

take off from a briefing point. At this point the aircraft would be in-

spected Bnd a sealed envelope containing a code word given to the airplane 

commander. Each envelope would be numbered on the outside and this number 

forwarded in the clear with tbe regular flight plan information. At the 

defense eite to which the flight plan would be sent (in the vicinity ot 

the scheduled penetration point), an envelope with identical contents and 

exterior number would be on file. Upon receipt of the flight plan, the 

site would become aware of the penetrator's schedule and code word. In 

the overwater case, thi• site could be either the center to which the AEW 

and c aircraft reported or the aircraft itself. The code word need not be 

on file in the AEW and C aircraft; it could be told back to the ground site 

tor confirmation. One intent of the secure code word is to deny to the 

enemy certain penetration rueea. For example, otherwise he might use an 

aircraft number known to fly a given route regularly, or simply trust to 

non-detection of a true flight plan holder. Further, the code word tech

nique forces the •cheduled pilot into active collaboration with the bomber 

pilot if they are to exchange places: the enemy cannot merely destroy the 

true friendly and occupy his flight plan. 

Another intent ot the proposed technique is to remove the need tor 

highly accurate knowledge of theAEW'e position relative to the ground, a 

capability that the RC-121 aircraft doe• not provide. 
I ' 

The final intent of the ground-to-air communication coupled with 

direction-finding and a unique code word 1• to guarantee a Movements Iden-

tification Section capacity and identification efficiency that will match 

the maximwl. traffic te be expected. In traffic loade and densities of the 



magnitude con~idered here, knowing just the direction of a given r~dio 

response iB sufficient to identify it with a particular radar track. The 

unique code word thus associates with each track a unique identifier. In 

this senoe, in the traffic densities under consideration, the suggca·te:l 

system would be the operational equivalent of an identification syotc-m 

using techniques such as the manual selective identification feature (SIF) 

of the IFF Mark X syotem. In general, the capacities and efficiencies that 

accrue to the SIF system used as discusoed in Ref. 16 should nlao accrue 

to the proposed system. An estimate of the performance to be expected is 

made in Ref. 16 and reproduced in Fig. 11. 

The traffic estimated in Fig. 10 is actually spread across each segment. 

For example, that given tor the Pacific Coast segment is spread across 5 to 

10 AEW's and picket ships, so that even given a non-uniform distribution, 

the traffic per MI section will be small. In only one segment (the tip ot 

Florida) does the traffic approach a magnitude equal to the capacity ot the 

proposed system. This problem could be alleviated by constraining the air 

traffic into an even division between two of the GCI sites proposed for 

that area. It might also be necessary to control the times at which air-

craft penetrate the segment in order to redu~e the magnitude of the peak 

loads. This could be done quite readily in the Florida segment because, 

although trattic into Florida originates in many places, most of it is from 

but a few airports. By controlling the entry times of aircraft from these 

few airports, the desired removal of traffic peaking could be achieved. 

It is therefore concluded that the proposed identification technique 

would afford useful capacity and efficiency providing the aircraft had 

adequate radio gear aboard, providing essentially all aircraft pilots filed 
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flight plans at the designated briefing airports, and providing the flight 

plan handling system delivered the flight plans prior to penetration time. 

AIRCRAFT OPERATOR COOPERATION 

The present identification system, as well as that proposed here, can 

work well only if all penetrations have accurate and timely flight plans 

filed at take-oft. Penetrators can be identified only if someone in the 

warning system is expecting them. The cooperation tendered in the past by 

aircraft operators, civil and military, has often been far from adequate, 

although not always unrealistic (because of their image of the efficiency 

and usefulness of the operation). If the system could be made ~fficient 

and its importance to the survival of the nation made clear to the public, 

the cooperation of most aircraft operator• would be assured. Probably a 

15Dlall subset of operators would have to be policed into cooperation. The 

interceptor force discussed in Ref. 4 is well designed to provide the 

policing action required. 

The proposed system would do much to attract the aircraft operators' 

cooperation. Interrogation by voice communications, instead ot forced 

adherence to a narrow achedule in space and time, greatly relaxes the res

trictions on transoceanic traffic. Oceanic tiigbt plan tolerances ot ±50 

to !,100 mi, and :.'O min would be adequate. Inasmuch as each penetrator 

vould be given a unique code word, no one else could steal ite "ticket," 

as could otherwise happen with such relaxed tlight plan tolerances. The 

aircratt operators will do much to reduce the need tor interception it the 

advantages of com.plying and the disadvantages ot non-cooperation are mater~al 

and obvious. 



CONSTRAINTS UPON AIRCRAFT OPERATORS 

In order to minimize the costs of briefing airport personnel and or 

communications, it would be desirable to have such facilities at only part 

of the points from which traffic originates today. In Fig. 12 is shown the 

cumulative percentage of flights crossing the proposed perimeter inbound 

as a function of the percentage of all originating points considered. The 

totals are about 600 flights per day and 150 airports. Figure 12 indicates 

that briefing facilities located at 50 per cent of the points of origin 

(about 75 airports) would embrace 95 per cent of all penetrations. The 

remaining 5 per cent would be required to land at one of the b~iefing 

facilities before penetration. Thia would amount to about 'O per day, and 

could provide the main source of opposition to the system. 

Several constraints should be placed upon penetrating aircraft while 

inside the warning perimeter. The first is necessary in order to accomplish 

identification. As discussed in Ref. '' ground-tQ-4ir communications sites 

would be deployed to provide coverage at all altitudes above 5000 ft, and 

in many regions down to the deck. ~netrating aircraft should therefore 

fly above 5000 ft in certain areas, or fly altitude-route combinations that 

would insure ground-tQ-4ir radio contact at the appropriate points and 

times. The same restrictions would apply to aircraft with radio equipment 

suffering severe range limitations. 

A second constrai.nt is designed to make the inspector force effective; 

it is discussed in Ref. 4: penetrations should be restricted to altitudes 

less than about 45,000 ft and speeds of less than Mach .9. 

A third constraint is aimed at preventing spoofing of the warning 

system by friendly forces: only carefully controlled ECM tests should be 

allowed in the warning perimeter, by.a-ircra:f't or surface sources. 
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AIRCRAFI' WITH INADEQUATE RADIO EQUIPMENT 

All aircraft penetrating the USZI should be required to carry adequate 

radio gear. If this is impossible, then those without it should: 

o penetrate during daylight hours, and 

o orbit a penetration point tor visual examination from the 

ground. 

This should be permitted tor only a small traction of all traffic in any 

particular locale, and only where it does not allow deep penetration prior 

to identification. Therefore, all aircraft which penetrate via overwater 

routes, with the possible exception of the tip of Florida, would have to 

be equipped with radio. 

AIRCRAFT EQUIPPED WITH SIF MARK X 

It is planned to equip most military and commercial carrier aircraft 

ot the United States and Canada with one or more modes of SIF; some U.K. 

aircraft will also be equi~ped. Naturally, in these cases SIF should be 

employed rather than voice communications. However, in such a role SIF 

would be used only as a means tor ~ommunicating the assigned code word, 

not as a cryptographically secure friend-from-foe discrimination device. 

Aa pointed out in Ref. 17, the system does not possess such a capability. 

Indeed, a system with such an ability probably will not be available opera

tionally before 1963. Even when it becomes available, it will not serve as 

a universal identification device because of coat and compromise problems. 

In many cases the coat of the basic Mark X alone is as much as one-quarter 

to one-halt the cost of a small aircraft. Further, it is certain that a 

crypto-secure system will not be placed in the hands of the flying public 

at large. 



INTERCEPTOR CONTROL 

As mentioned earlier, the unknown rate to be expected is so small that 

interceptor control could be accomplished manually even from the AEW and C 

aircraft. This is desirable since it obviates the need for accurate know-

ledge on the ground of the AEW aircraft's position. In the ground-based 

GCI sites, the GPA-37.would be included to provide a reserve capacity tor 

an attrition role. In order not to retard the availability date of the 

system, no addition to the nominal attrition capacity of the RC-121 would 

be required. 

RADARS AND RADAR NETTING 

These subjects as they apply to the proposed system are discussed in 

detail in Ref. 3. The major equipment and philosophy questions will be 

mentioned here. 

First, the AN/APS-1}5 radar is considered essential for the overwater 

job. It should be retrofitted to the RC-121 aircraft as rapidly as possible. 

The large beamwidth is compatible with the inspection interceptor recom-

mended in Ref. 4. The RC-12l's in USAF possession number too few to provide 

the coverage needed off all our coasts, even when retrofitted so as to 

operate effectively at 151 000 to 20,000 ft. Weather in the south would 

permit the use of lighter-tban-e.ir craft there, so airships equipped with 

* the AN/AP&-95 radar were considered for deployment over southern waters. 

One shortcoming of the current RC-121 aircraft is its inadequate height-

f:lnd.ing ability. This could be alleviated to seme extent by modification 

to th~ AW/Af'S-45. Because of the improved AI radar possible aboard an 

* Many expected proc•1rement problems would not exist for these airships, 
because the U.S. Navy currently has operating production and retrofit faci
lities for similar craft. 



inspection-oriented interceptor, the accuracy available with the AN/APs-45 

would be acceptable. However, the height-finding radar still would fail to 

attain ranges as great as those of the surveillance radar. Therefore, as 

discussed in Ref. ,, picket ships should be provided where needed to supply 

height-finding capacity overwater. 

In order to utilize such pickets to the utmost, the proposed system 

would use tethered helicopter-borne radars assigned to each picket. These 

elevated radars, the so-called "Eyes-In-the-Sky'" (EIS) concept,(lS) would 

also be used to provide cover over bodies of water surrounded by land, such 

as between Labrador and the Gasp/peninsula. They would also be used to 

provide advance cover beyond the U.S.-Mexican border, and south of Florida. 

Eyes-in-the-Sky radars are particularly useful in that they provide a large 

region of low-eltitude cover per radar, thus obviating gap-filler netting. 

EIS is as yet an unproven idea, and the tethering cable and hovering 

helicopter could present a severe navigational hazard. Therefore, in large 

areas conventional gap-fillers would be employed. Because ot the probable 

inability of SAGE to provide low-eltitude, gap-filler integration in areas 

of such dense traffic as in Florida, the simple radar combination means 

described in Ref. 3 should be considered. 

This would be possible because manual means would be able to handle 

the traffic of interest: that penetrating the edge ot the perimeter. Should 

SAGE prove able to do the gap-tiller integration job, then wherever it is 

programmed it should be employed. In this case the costing in Ref. 3 should 

be reduced an appropriate amount. 

Unless SAGE is required to perform high-capacity air defense there, 

less expensive means adequate to handle the warning traffic loads should be 
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employed in Mexico and Canada. The suggested Canadian and Mexican cover 

therefore would use the simple netting schemes referenced above. They are 

simple in that they do only the radar netting job, with the rest of the 

system functions, sucb as tracking, being done manually. Again, this would 

be possible because of the small traffic loads expected. 

Height-finders should be deployed in all parts of the overland system, 

such that height can be read on all aircraft above 5000 ft. At altitudes 

low enough to be outside height-finder cover, it is clear that the altitude 

is below 5000 ft, since the intruder appears only on gap-tiller radars. 

With the interceptor considered for the inspection role, this would be 

adequate height accuracy. 

THE U.S.-MEXICAN BORDER 

In Mexico, little or no traffic control currently exists. Communica-

tion facilities are sub-marginal for the flight plan forwarding task. 

Although flight plans are filed, nothing is done with the vast majority of 

them. United States-Mexican relations have not been conducive to the solu-

tion of long-standing air defense problems in the south. In general, the 

situation is one of being unable to predict what acts of cooperation are 

likely by the Mexican government and flying population. Many ot the problems 

are not technical, they .are political. 

Because ot the political problems currently barring the acquisition ot 

a warning perimeter physically located in Mexico, an alternate line has been 

considered. Its outer edge is shown in Fig. 10; the band would stretch from 

the U.S.-Mexican border about 300 mi into the United States. As discussed 

in Ref. 2, this position should suffer little tactical disadvantage relative 

to the perimeter in Mexico proper. Its main shortcoming would be the 



east-west and local traffic immediatel.1 north ot the border. Thia traffic 

ia so close to the border that penetrating traffic could get lost before or 

following detection if cover were not deep enough south ot the border. 

A solution would be to provide radar cover 50 to 100 mi inside Mexico 

from radar sites located in the United States. Only aircraft crossing thia 

line would be subjected to identification and potential interception. The 

50 to loo mi should be adequate depth to cover to insure that essentially 

all penetrators were detected and identified before they reached the hea'V)' 

air traffic north of the border. With adequate training of the operating 

personnel, it should be possible to restrict to an acceptable level the 

chances of missing an intercept because of intermingling with the east-west 

and local traffic. Tests in the Systems Training Program have shown that 

the DC crews can develop an ability to ignore all but the traffic of inter-

eat in such an oI>eration. Covera~e would be needed well south of the border 

only where traffic immediately north of the border was extremely heavy. A 

potential means tor providing such cover is the helicopter-borne radar. 

This means ia described and costed in Ref. ,3. 

A second possible solution would 'be to rely on SAGE to keep track ot 

the U.S. traffic just north of the border, and to get as much coverage in 

Mexico as possible from ground-4>ased radars placed in the United States. 

Until tests of both SAGE and the gap-tiller radars are made in the near 

future, it is impossible to predict whether or not SAGE could do the Job 

under discussion. Should it be able to do so, the costs in Ref. 3 should 

* be reduced by an appropriate amount. Much of the proposed system would 

* In some southern areas SAGE will not be installed by 1961. In these 
places SAGE deployment would have to be accelerated, thereby possibly in-
creasing the cost. -



need to be acquired in either case, so a reasonable course would be to 

acquire the whole system to insure a warning capability as soon as possible. 

Q.UALITY OF SURVEll.LANCE REQ.UIRED 

As emphasized earlier, it is the ability of a small number ot bomberB 

to devastate SAC that leads to the need tor the contiguous system discussed 

above. As few as five bombers infiltrating into the ZI in advance of a 

larger torce would be extremely dangerous, and the system m\lst provide 

warning against such raids. It is clear from the foregoing that the current 

and programmed systems are inadequate in many respects. They can be made 
'· 

reliable only by improving their effectiveness against the more subtle 

tn>es or raids. 

Unfortunately, merely supplying cover of the current quality in the 

areas suggested here would be tar from adequate. The current quality of 

sur\.eillance and identification is discussed with regard to the warning 

tasks in Refs. 13 and 14. It is clear that detection, identification, and 

interception probabilities need to be improved immensely over the current 

level• against all penetrators (no matter what the route, altitude, speed, 

etc.,) to guarantee the warning needed. Such improvement can be had only 

it great operational effort is expended towards this goal. 

This in,turn will be done successfully only it the new objective is 

clearl7 in mind: to provide warning against all attractive modes of attack. 

The system should be able to detect, track, and correctl7 identify penetra-

tore at any altitude in any locale ot the perimeter band with probabilities 

in the vicinity ot 90 per cent. Only improvements that enhance the correct

neee vith which both hostiles and friendlies are handled are admissible. 
~ .._, 

ror example, decreasing t~~ t'r.,iendly unknowns simply by redefinition usually 



increaaea the probability ot eneJl.7 ad.Jlliaaion aa triendly. Such means cause 

•igniticant reductions in the ability of the ayatem to recognize the smaller, 

more subtly desip:ned infiltration raids, A type ot operation very different 

from that performed today is required. The emphasis should be on quality 

ot surveillance at all altitudea, and quality of control of just a few inter-

cepta at all altitudes, rather than on the capacity to handle many tracks 

and intercepts at medium altitudes only. 

THI PROPOSED INTERCEP?OR 

The raison d'Gtre of the interceptor bas alway• been attrition, with 

inspection or unknown aircraft as a secondary miaaion. Many aids and pro-

cedurea beneficial to the inspection miasion have therefore never been 

developed nor applied. In Ref. 4 the implications of this role for the 

interceptor are analyzed, and the equipments and procedures suggested there-

by diacuaaed, The miaaion ot the inspector in the warning system is indis-

pensable. It would be to decreaae the number of unknowns in the system to 

an irreducible minimulll, and thereby provide the decision makers with unam-

biguoua data upon which to take very critical actions. 

The interaction ot the inspector force with the proposed warning system 

is both straightforward and subtle. Rather tha,n removing the need for 

statistical-warning generation techniques, the inspector merely alters its 

nature and importance. This interaction is discussed in Ref. 2. 

IMPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR THE GOC 

The use of the Ground Observer Corps suggested earlier was based on 

the assumption that all aircraft crossing the coasts inbound at extremely 

low altitude must be considered. It the system proposed here were implemented, 



then intercontinental-t)'P• aircratt could be ignored ~1 the GCX::. Further, 

t. rac!l.ar 171tea perhap• could relieTe the OOC ·during ni.gbttime hour• when 

the tratt1c magnitude and den1it7 are markedly reduced. 

The recent trend tor the GOC ha• been toward• extinction. Analy•1s ot 

the warning Job •hove that the Corps 11 e11ential to an even moderately 

eucc•••tul warning 171tem. The GOC •hould be preeervedJ indeed, it •hould 

be revitalized and reoriented to th1• nev miae1on. 





VII. THE 1252 TO ,1961 PERIOD 

The ADC program tor 1961 is an improvement over the present period, 

ae ia the SAC posture conaidered here. However, since the Bear and Bison 

aircraft are with us today, it tollows'that SAC is even more vulnerable now 

than it will be in 1961. Because of the nearness ot the date, only atoP

gap measures can be taken to improve the situation betore 1961. Measures 

such as redeployment ot radars and interceptors should be taken immediately. 

Ident1t1cat1on procedures aa suggested above ahould be implemented. With 

euch measures, much can be done to discourage at least the higb-altitude 

and more straightforward raids. However, the GOC, as diacussed in Ref. 5, 

could otter some warnin~ against certain low-altitude raids in the very 

near tuture. 





VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

It 18 to be expected that a rational enemy would try to destroy SAC 

with maximum eurprise as the initial blow in any central war. A force of 

200 or so bombers could get to the edge ot contiguous ZI radar coverage 

without prior tactical warning, especially if •ea-launcned. weapons are used. 

A force of such size, it appropriately employed, could be lethal. One pai

ticularly dangeroua raid would be that composed of so-called sneak and 

infiltration components. The infiltrator aircraft try to deliver their bombs 

11multaneously without prior warning, just as the larger sneak force pene-

trate radar cover. Ten·to twenty successful infiltrator aircraft, combined 

with a sneak f~rce of 200 or so bombers, could essentially destroy SAC. 

Since the currently programmed 1ystem will admit 'O to 50 infiltrator aii-

cratt, a raid designed to place 10 to 20 bombers at deep SAC bases without 

prior warning is a reasonable operational problem for the Soviet Union. 

In the face of such an attack, SAC is extremely vulnerable now and 

will be into the 196o•s. Reliance should not be placed upon strategic 

warning nor upon the DEW system; both are too subject to the whims of the 

enemy. Onl7 a contiguous system will supply the highly reliable warning 

required; such a s7atem should 'be built as soon as possible. Currently 

available techniques and equipments should be used in order to insure early 

availability ot the needed warning ability. Means already developed will 

perform ef'f'ectively. 

By their nature, contiguous systems provide relatively short warning 

times. Band-in-hand with the procurement of the suggested system must come 

improvement of' SAC's ability to respond quickly and usefully. 

Systems designed to detect and attrite the carriers of sea-laun~hed 



weapons prior to launch should be supplemented with a parallel means of 

detection, identification, and attrition following launch. Furthermore, it 

is necessary to do this at all altitudes and in regions of very dense air 

traffic. No such 24-br ability dependent on radar data appears to be avail

able in the early 196o•s. It is proposed that the Ground Observer Corpe be 

* redeployed to meet this threat. A radar-supplied system might do the job 

during hours of darkness because of the greatly reduced traffic loads. 

Because of the relatively austere nature of the sea-launched air-breathing 

weapon, active defenses at the SAC bases, alerted by a bomb-elarm system, 

can do more to defend SAC against this threat than against the interconti-

nental bomber, should the perimeter warning system fail. This local defense 

system, plus the Goe, should be implemented until more capable means are 

found. Such active means would not be nearly as adequate against the inter-

continental bomber. 

Reliable warning can be provided against the intercontinental bomber 

threat b1 1961. This is true because the needed warning perimeter can be 

placed well outaide the congested ZI air space. Techniques and equipments 

alreadlr developed would then do the required surveillance, identification, 

and interceptor control jobs. Such a system would have the following 

characteristics: 

* 

o A 4oo--mi-deep, all-eltitude aurveillance perimeter around the 

ZI. It muat poaaeaa high-quality radar cover and extend from 

the surface to at least 60,000 to 70,000 ft. 

o Identification by interrogation of penetrators for a unique 

The misgivings that arose about the GOC during its prior existence 
have been conaidered caretiilly. In spite of these misgivings, the author 
believes that the GOC can be very effective if reoriented toward warning-
it• true abilit7. 



and secure code word assigned to the aircraft at take-off and 

securely transmitted to the defense site. Interrogation 

should be done with IFF when available. However, ground-to-air 

voice radio, augmented by direction finding at the radar site 

in more dense air situations, will perform adequately on air-

craft not equipped with IFF. 

o In order to restrict infiltrators to an acceptable number, all 

unknown penetrators should be subjected to interception. Since 

it must perform interception at all altitudes,· an aircraft with 

a good AMl'I is required. The ability ot the interceptor to do 

this investigation task should be enhanced by means usually 

overlooked when considering the aircraft tor its attrition 

role only. 

Th• proposed extended perimeter system ahould concentrate on high 

quality performance against a small traffic load at _!!! altitudes, rather 

than high capacity performance against large traffic loads at medium alti-

tude1 only. Thia applies to interceptor control as well as to surveillance 

and identification. 

All penetrations into the warning perimeter must be preceded by accu-

rate, timel7 tlight plans. Thia ia possible only if the aircraft operator$ 

whole-heartedly cooperate. Moat operators will do so it the rewards (per-

aonal and to the nation) are understood and are real. The recommended -
system ia de1igned to make them real. The aircraft users need to be made 

aware of the importance of such cooperation. 

Warning should be supplied against all raids upon SAC that may appear 

attractive .to the enemy. Succesa in such a mission calls for a different 

emphaeia than that placed upon the peacetime surveillance role to .date. 



Warning SAC is ~ high priority job ot the air defense system during peac~ 

time. Its ability to provide the required warning must be sharpened to a 

tine edge. To do 10 adequately will require dedication to a new type of 

operation. The proposed syatem is designed to make this possible. 
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